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説明

A undo delete or a Recycle Issues Bin (like Windows) only for admin. I think this new feature would be very interesting.

workaround

same as redmine-org-1380

journals

I agree. +1 vote on this

+1

+1

+1

Don't let user "delete issuess" (unset the right except admin) just only close them and u
won't have to restore them.

If the admin need this option.

+1. This is useful in case of a deletion mistake.

+1

+1

+1

+1, because I just deleted all issues in a milestone by accident, since they were defined as
sub-tasks of the issue I deleted.

+1 I have deleted issues by accident.

Man, what a fine piece of software. 3 years and still this issue is not done.

Steven M wrote:
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Man, what a fine piece of software. 3 years and still this issue is not done.

bwahahahahh, so true! =)

+1 to this feature, actually. Would be awsome.

Steven M wrote:

Man, what a fine piece of software. 3 years and still this issue is not done.

Please feel free to write a patch with tests and upload the files here, we'll happily
merge your changes :-)

+1

Luis Serrano Aranda wrote:

If the admin need this option.

Yes,, admin made mistake delete a issue. and then want to bring it back.

and no email notification configured, so i have no any history information about the
deleted issue.

+1

+1

yes please

+1

+1

+1

+1 and it should go to right-click, what if someone accidentally closes hunderds of issues...

The undo/restore should restore issue to previous state, based on journal!

+1 not only for issues but also wiki pages, news etc.
related_issues

relates,New,1380,Deleting an issue only marks it as being deleted
relates,New,6666,Soft delete of issues

履歴
#1 - 2022/05/10 17:19 - Admin Redmine

- カテゴリ を Issues_2 にセット
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